PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
We consider distributed systems that work in dynamic asynchronous environments, such as a shared storage system [8] . A configuration, is a set of active processors (servers or replicas), typically used to provide services to the system users. Over time, a given configuration can gradually lose members due to voluntary leaves and stop failures, rendering service provision difficult and eventually impossible. As a consequence, there is need to replace the current configuration with a new set including newly arrived processors and with departed processors removed, i.e., perform a reconfiguration. Over the last years, protocols for such reconfiguration middleware following different reconfiguration techniques have produced a wealth of research results, which are mainly related to state machine replication and shared storage (e.g., [1, 2, 6, 7] ). In this work, we look into the implicit assumptions of the above research directions and propose new protocols that have significantly stronger fault tolerance properties.
Existing reconfiguration solutions are based on starting the system in a consistent configuration, in which all processors (both configuration members and other users) are in a predefined initial state. Starting from that state, the system must strive to preserve consistency in order to exhibit the desired behavior. Moreover, it is usually assumed that unbounded storage is available and that the churn rate of joins and leaves does not exceed some predefined bound. Nevertheless, large-scale asynchronous message passing networks are subject to transient faults (arbitrary changes in local variables or program counter) due to hardware or software temporal malfunctions, short-lived violations of the assumed churn rates or violation of correctness invariants, such Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). as the uniform agreement among all active processors about the current configuration. These violations may, by the arbitrary corruption of the system's state, and possibly render the system unavailable, requiring human intervention to recover. Fault tolerant systems that are self-stabilizing [3] can automatically-without external interference-recover after the occurrence of transient faults, as long as the program's code is still intact. Replicated state machines providing cloud services such as Chubby, ZooKeeper, Raft and Doozer are unfortunately not self-stabilizing, and can be driven to a state where no functionality will be obtained whatsoever. Our self-stabilizing design is the futurist solution for such automatic recovering services.
Middleware Posters and Demos
Contributions. In this work, we present a middleware service that achieves reconfiguration and is the first, to our knowledge, that is also proven self-stabilizing. Namely, the service automatically recovers the system from transient faults, such as temporary violation of the predefined churn rate or the unexpected activities of processors and communication channels. Contrary to most of the existing nonstabilizing solutions, we only assume a bounded local storage and message size. Additionally, the service can install a configuration even in the case where the majority or even all current configuration members have collapsed. This is a case that many of the existing solutions do not address. Our self-stabilizing solution regains safety automatically by assuming temporal access to reliable failure detectors. Due to space limitations, we only provide an overview of our work. Full details (including the detailed description of the system, its algorithms and their analysis) can be found in [5] .
THE SERVICE
The reconfiguration service is modular, composed of two protocols: the (i) Reconfiguration Stability Assurance (recSA) module and (ii) the Reconfiguration Management (recM A) module. The service is also complemented by a joining protocol. Figure 2 depicts the interaction between the modules and their interaction with the application.
The recSA layer of a processor exchanges messages with the other processors to guarantee that locally known configurations do not form a onflict (i.e., two processors having different configuration sets), since such a conflict is the result of a transient fault. In the case of conflict, the recSA protocol exchanges messages with other processors to make the conflict known and establish a new configuration. The module also provides information to the other modules and to the application about the current configuration and on whether a reconfiguration is taking place. The recM A layer uses a prediction mechanism which may be application-based (this is a design decision), in order to evaluate whether a reconfiguration is required. Note that the issues of when it is best to reconfigure or which set of processors is the best to propose as a new configuration are still open to research [8] . Nevertheless, it is suggested that such decisions are mostly based on the type of application and on factors like the dynamicity of the system; for example, a simple decision would be to reconfigure when a fraction (e.g., 1/4th) of the members of a configuration appear to have failed. If the feedback from the prediction functions exchanged through recM A seem to gather a majority supporting a reconfiguration, then recM A initiates it by interacting with recSA and proposing the new configuration set. In this case recSA follows a more delicate form of reconfiguration that requires two phases that proceed in a unison fashion. Also note that recM A may "trigger" a reconfiguration in the case where a core of well-connected processors acknowledge the collapse of the majority of the members of the current configuration.
The Joining Mechanism aims at preventing joining processors from "contaminating" the system state with stale information. Such information may exist due to previous arbitrary faults or uninitialized communication links. Thus joining is performed only if a joining processor gathers permissions from a majority of the configuration members that have received and "checked" the integrity of the joiner's state. Permissions are granted only while reconfiguration is not taking place, and (optionally) if application criteria are satisfied.
APPLICATIONS
The reconfiguration service can be used to provide a robust set of processors to applications that may serve a multitude of tasks. In our work, we demonstrate the usability and modularity of our self-stabilizing reconfiguration scheme by demonstrating how to develop various selfstabilizing dynamic participation protocols from the corresponding self-stabilizing protocols designed for static systems. In particular, we propose a labeling service for providing a bounded self-stabilizing labeling scheme leading to a multi-purpose counter increment service; a self-stabilizing virtual synchrony service that can implement self-stabilizing state machine replication, or a self-stabilizing distributed shared storage service. These services are derived by com-bining our reconfiguration scheme and joining mechanism with the corresponding self-stabilizing services developed for static membership systems in [4] .
IMPLEMENTATION & EVALUATION
We are currently moving towards the implementation of our reconfiguration service and of the complementary joining protocol. This will lead to an evaluation by comparison with non-stabilizing reconfiguration implementations, in order to estimate the practical costs that self-stabilization may incur in terms of the time it takes to converge to a single configuration, and also whether scalability is affected. The service can be deployed on a suitable network testbed, but it is still challenging to effectively emulate transient faults. It is, nevertheless, essential to benchmark the time that the protocol takes to stabilize, i.e., to return the system to its desired behavior after the transient fault has seized. This will provide a good indication of the tradeoffs between having a valuable fault-tolerant feature like self-stabilization, against the increased cost in message exchange and some (possible) delays in reconfiguration time. We should note that the cost of stabilization is tunable. One may choose to reduce stabilization related communication at the expense of slower stabilization.
A simulation, on the other hand, that only focuses on communication costs cannot capture the benefits of having a service that can automatically recover from state corruption. As long as the infrastructure and program are unaffected, the proposed service eventually returns the system to its desired behavior, contrary to other such solutions that can provide no guarantees in such scenarios.
